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Trichomes usually have about 3 different states that are clear/cloudy/amber and the best time to harvest
is when about half of those trichomes are amber and half are still clear or cloudy. Northern Lights Auto
is an exceptionally tough autoflower that requires very little maintenance while being able to withstand
harsher climates with ease, this plant can grow up to 120cm and produce around 600gr/m2 in less than
65 days. Northern Lights Auto courtesy of MissJokerSmoker. #hybrid #sacramento #420 #weed #hybrid
dad #cannabis #sativa #stoned #marijuana #terps #girlswhosmoke #THC #dabs #joints #maryjane
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#cannabisadvocates #moonana #localsmoke #highaf #smokewithus #infused #figfarms





For an autoflower, Northern Lights Autoflowering can reach an impressive height of 120cm and she can
do it very fast in only 9 weeks from seed to harvest. Because of her good size for an autoflower and
some massive buds, she can give you as much as 200g of some aromatic and resin-oozing NL goodness
if you grow her in good conditions. When to Harvest Northern Lights ‐ Flowering Time Northern Lights
can flower in as little as 6 weeks, much faster than many other marijuana strains. The Northern Lights
strain is a smaller plant, and will grow on average, up to 30 inches tall.





#recreationalmarijuana #shatterlabels #cannabis #cannabispackaging #trichome #ccell #co2oil
#ccellcartridges #rosinpress #solventless #distillate #honeyoil #terpsfordays #hashrosin #rosin #thc
#liquidthc #caliva #medicated #concentrates #connoisseur #medibles #prop64 #terps #wakeandbake
#cbd #cbdoil #cannabidiol #prop215 #vape additional reading

"Northern Lights Autoflower Harvest" cannabis grow journal. Strains: Crop King Seeds Northern Lights
Auto harvest11 by . Grow room Indoor, growing in Soilless. Grow conditions, techniques, grower
comments. #cannabis #fitmom #demons #thc #sheshell #myworld #goodweed #athome
#everythinghurts #smokealittlesmoke #smokesalone #weedporn #dayofthedead #sheshigh #shesstoned
#stonerchick #letssmoke #smoking #weed #marijuanacommunity #j3 #medicalmarijuana #reasons
#medicalcannabis #medication #bootyworkout #momssmoketoo #friday Hello everyone I am a currently
growing a nice autoflowers called Northern lights by Royal queen seeds right now I am currently
smoking some lemon haze and thinking to myself is my northern lights ready to be harvested let me
know thanks ... Flowering time 5-7 weeks; Harvest month 9-10 weeks after planting; Genetic
Background Northern Light x ...
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#finestseedcollection #cannabiscommunity #weedstagram #weedporn #weed #cannabis #pot #growshop
#grower #cannabisgrowers #chileangrowers #weedstagram420 #autoacid #autocultivo #autoflowering
NLA is auto-flowering and feminized so that growers don't have to worry about sexing and discarding
male cannabis plants. This strain is perfect growing indoors and outdoors with a harvest time of about 10
weeks from a seedling. This strain is suitable to grow in most climates and under most types of grow
lights. #pipes #pipesforsale #cannabis #cannabiscommunity #cannabisculture #marijuana #bud #buds
#dab #dabs #shatter #crumble #diamonds #thc #cbd #hashish #hash #weedstagram #weedporn #weed
#design #smokeweed #smokeweedeveryday #smoke #smokingpipes #medical #medicalcannabis
#medicalmarijuana #food #woodworking visit this page
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